
"SUCCESSFUL
LEADERS DONT

INVEST FOR
LEARNING, THEY

INVEST FOR
RESULTS" GET  SPOTTED  AMONGST LEADERS       

THE LEAP AHEAD 
8-WEEK LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 

TO STEP-UP FASTER THAN OTHERS 

THE LEAP AHEAD IS A LEADERSHIP PROGRAM,

with a purpose of making you Effective, while

you build Synergy with Self, Others and

Situations. Skilling you in achieving your Goals,

Handling difficult emotions,  Negotiating with

Ifs Buts and Nos. Making Decision under critical

situations, Managing time to your advantage ,

Resolving conflicts in teams and self. Moving

beyond your Unique Barriers to Success   



Being a visionary is a starting
point. of an emerging Leader.

Being visionary starts with Self.
In the effort to build Credibility,

and supporting others, or
implementing work, your own
Goals and Dreams are often

missed out. How would life be, if
you can step-up into the next

level, achieve your Success, while
supporting others.

The Biggest Money wastage
impacting how rich you are is

"Time wastage". You can Produce
Money, by creating actions and
not by not taking actions. How

would it be, to manage time, in a
manner that you create more

actions per day, defeating
procrastination overcoming fears,

doubts and other barriers. How
about generating "Creation Time"

for yourself.

DECISIONDECISION
MAKINGMAKING

Life is nothing, but making right
decisions at the right time. Taking
Right decisions is battle half won.

How do you decide what is the
right decision. Have you imagined
how an army officer decides and

takes action when Stakes are high,
emotions are unrestrained, there

is no another chance ever.. and no
going back Get Clarity to decide.

MANAGINGMANAGING
TEAMSTEAMS

This is an ever difficult task, and
you experience that your teams 

require reminders and lack
accountability.

They do not understand your
side of story and can’t see

how humanitarian you are..
Create seamless relationship

with your teams and delegate such
that they are accountable 

COMMUNICATION ANDCOMMUNICATION AND
LISTENINGLISTENING

CONFLICTCONFLICT
MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT  

Communication is never a
function of language, it is a

function of clarity and
confidence. How can you be a
listener and also that people

get what you say. It is also
building confidence of

expression.

You have a distinct style of
addressing conflict, not only
with others, and even when

the conflict is inside of
you. You can either be
aligned with yourself,

others and environment, or
be stuck. Is this what is

stopping you to move ahead.

PRODUCINGPRODUCING
MONEYMONEY

CREATING & ACHIEVINGCREATING & ACHIEVING
YOURYOUR    VISION GOALSVISION GOALS

PRODUCINGPRODUCING
MONEYMONEY



TESTIMONY

OUR PROMISE
YOU WILL CREATE YOUR GOALS 
YOU WILL ACHIEVE YOUR GOAL FASTER, USING
TIME TO YOUR ADVANTAGE
BE SKILLED IN SHARP, CLEAR & SIMPLE
TECHNIQUES OF LEADERSHIP 
YOU WILL REVIVE YOURSELF IN MAKING TOUGH
DECISION.
RESOLVING INTERNAL CONFLICT AND OTHER
SKILLS 
YOU WILL LEAP AHEAD 

OUR DIFFERENTIATION
2 CUSTOMIZED TOPICS(SESSIONS) BASED UPON
YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
COMPLETE HAND HOLDING IN BETWEEN SESSIONS.
WORK ON REAL SITUATION OF YOU LIFE.
IMMEDIATE COACHING SUPPORT AVAILABLE
FROM 9 AM TO 9 PM TO ADDRESS A REAL LIFE
SITUATION, ACCRUING THEN.

Ranbir Singh
I was having a conflict with my partner about distribution
of asset after dissolution of our partnership firm since
last one month. We were not on talking terms and even
fought on this issue on phone call. (Sticking to one’s own
stand and not listening other person view/point)I applied
win-win formula and asked my partner to meet and
resolve this conflict.We met, discussed all at length with
facts and figures and arrived at conclusion. Wee
proportionality distributed the asset as per our
partnership deed after this discussion.I applied listening
skills and weighing short term and long term
consequences/outcome of our discussion and resolving
the conflict. (I was a poor listener earlier and I am
changing that style) Now I am at peace and moved ahead
in life.

Gurleen Kaur
I am a strong believer of the fact that the Universe conspires
to make things happen for you. This belief got stronger when
I met Divya. Early this year I realized that my professional
and personal life can’t continue the way I have been living
them. There was a constant feeling of something amiss and a
discontent about how I was delivering things. Like a headless
chicken I ran from one book to the other, one motivational
speaker to the other with a hope to turn things around.. The
impact of these books and videos was there but only short
lived. And then one day I received a message about her
leadership coaching program. I jumped at the opportunity
and enrolled myself and since then there is no looking back.
My biggest realization is that books preach and have the
same message for every reader. We are all different and
what works for you may not work for me. And that’s where
this program has turned things around for me. 

THE LEAP AHEAD 



28 years of heading strategic HR (ex Vice President HR) in Sales, IT,  Hospitality, Real
Estate industry.  She is coached Leaders, empowered and supported CEOs and
executives in achieving their goals. She has touched 150001 souls in the corporate
world. 

Currently a HR consultant, trainer and coach. 
She completed her IIM (Kolkata) in HR. 
 Acquired leadership coaching certification from John Mattone (ex coach of Steve Jobs) .

People interacting with her create Harmony and Synergy. She supports Individuals and
Organizations, achieve effectiveness in Goals, grow in their career & business

For Organizations –
She creates Strategic HR systems and Processes, to increase organizational
effectiveness and are in synergy with the organizational culture and Goals 

Training programs, which enhance the individual and organizational effectiveness,
creating harmony and synergy with self, other department, and org situations. 

 For Individuals – She coaches people be effective, such that they go beyond their
barriers, be aware of mind patterns, grow in area of professional success, relationships
&passions & fulfil their goals and desires
  
 She has her own Leadership Program "THE LEAP AHEAD"  

THE LEAP AHEAD
DETAILS 

8-WEEK ONE-O-ONE , 2 hourly sessions on
leadership skills such as Goal Setting,
Visioning, Win-win Negotiation, Dealing with
emotions, Managing time to your advantage,
overcoming barriers to success, Conflict
resolution.
Including 2 sessions with customized topics,
based upon the need of the participant.   

CONTACT  

DIVYA NAGPAL
divya@divyanagpal.com
+91 9650394394
OR 
Team 
team@creationsunfathomed.com
+91 8700247308

ABOUT

DIVYA NAGPAL


